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Overview

1. The UK’s low carbon transition: progress so far
2. Policy framework and political context
3. Investment and innovation challenges
4. Conclusions and implications



The UK’s low carbon transition

Keep the lights on 
& bills down at the 

same time

Source: Committee on Climate 



3. Innovation systems & developmentProgress to date
(non traded sectors)
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3. Innovation systems & developmentProgress to date
(traded sectors)
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Energy demand is falling

Source: DECC
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Source: House of Lords Science & Tech Committee / DECC
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3. Innovation systems & developmentRapid growth of renewable electricity

• 19.2% of electricity in 2014 (41TWh)
• EU target implies ~ 30% by 2020

Source: DECC
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3. Innovation systems & developmentPolicy framework: some key points

 Climate Change Act (2008): 
o 80% reduction in emissions by 2050 (from 1990)
o 5-year Carbon Budgets
o Committee on Climate Change

 Electricity Market Reform:
o Long term contracts for low carbon generation
o Capacity market 
o Carbon price floor plus Emissions performance standard

 Energy efficiency through energy supplier obligations, 
standards, market-based financing scheme (Green Deal)

 Support for R,D&D including networks / heat / transport



Political context
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The Government are committed to taking robust, 
effective action to tackle climate change here at home 
and on the international stage. Climate change … is not 
exclusively left-wing or right-wing, if we can use those 
terms anymore. Climate change brings together all the 
parties in this House, and indeed countries across the 
globe. The G7 on Monday demonstrated just how far 
the major developed economies are aligned.

Amber Rudd MP
UK Energy & Climate Change Secretary, 10th June 2015
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Source: UKERC



Investment (& innovation) challenge:
Case of residential heating



3. Innovation systems & developmentInnovation challenge

Source: Global Energy Assessment



3. Innovation systems & developmentInnovation challenge

 Innovation covers spectrum from R&D to early deployment

 Innovation is not a linear process – it is networked and 
involves firms, government and other organisations

 Increasing recognition that innovation policy has a role to 
play at many of these stages of development

 Innovation includes the development of new technologies 
and their embodiment in products; but also associated 
social, institutional and organisational developments

 Energy innovation is increasingly globalised, with a 
prominent role for multinational firms



Source: McKinsey, 2010

Many ‘negative cost’, 
easy measures?

Not all technologies 
are at same stage

New infrastructures & 
system change needed too

Investment & innovation challenge



3. Innovation systems & developmentConclusions and implications

 UK emissions have fallen significantly since 1990

 But many of ‘easy gains’ have already been made, e.g. 
o Switch from coal to gas in power sector
o Reduction in energy demand: restructuring & recession

 Investment and innovation challenges closely linked: 
o Deployment of low carbon technologies across the energy 

system - some still at the demonstration stage 
o Limited number of large-scale options for power sector: 

tensions between innovation support and competition
o Stronger energy efficiency policies could help buy time
o Heat and transport more uncertain: demonstrate, evaluate and 

scale up most promising options



It is no surprise that the first budget (2008-12) was met 
relatively comfortably … this reflects the impact of the 
economic downturn, which significantly dampened 
energy demand …
Looking back there is encouragement in some areas –
the scale-up in deployment of wind generation … and 
the major improvements in the efficiency of new cars. 
However, in some areas we have done little more than 
find our way to the starting line … That requires 
technology and market development now.

Committee on Climate Change (2014)

Conclusions and implications



3. Innovation systems & developmentConclusions and implications
Tensions with other energy policy goals

 Some synergies (e.g. through energy efficiency)

 But trade-offs also important due to:
o High consumer energy prices / bills since late 2000s
o Energy security concerns, e.g. due to shift back to net importer 

of energy and tight electricity capacity margins

 Pressure to trade-off climate change policies for short-
term reductions in consumer bills

 Cuts to energy efficiency programmes, reinforced by 
new round of cuts to public sector budget

 Some big unknowns: impact of EU referendum and 
increasing policy variations within UK 
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